




I really like JASDF anniversary scheme aircraft, so I couldn't resist ordering the Fujimi kit.    

I’ve built this plane before, but it was the single seater from Hasegawa.  When I opened the 

box of the Fujimi kit I was somewhat disappointed.  As the article progresses I’ll detail the 

shortcomings, but to make a long story short I decided to switch to the Hasegawa kit and 

then for good measure add the single seater to the build as well.  



My original intention was to scrap the Fujimi kit and just use the decals on the 

Hasegawa kit.  I did however start to worry that the decals wouldn’t fit on the 

Hasegawa kit and I also liked the camouflage on the Hasegawa kit.  So I decided to 

try and save the Fujimi kit.  No guarantee that I will be able to save it however.  

Once I start building I’ll see if I can get it to a point where I’m happy.  If not, I’ll 

switch back to some version of the original plan where I scrap the Fujimi kit.  As I 

mentioned I then also decided to order the single seater (F-1) and break all sorts 

of personal build rules by trying to build all three at the same time.  Let’s see if 

that works out.



There’s going to be lots of plastic parts on the table and I really want to avoid mixing the 

parts.  Some Post-it notes at the top end of the table are my plan for keeping things in order.  

Might be a bit anal and I’ll probably still mess things up but I made the effort.



So let’s have a look at the Fujimi kit.  The cockpit is poorly executed.  I think I’m being 

extremely kind in that description.  Decals are provided for the instrumentation.  Hasegawa 

provide both decals and molded panels.  I’m going to try and build my own cockpit.  If that 

doesn’t work out then the Fujimi kit will end up in the garbage.  Having the Hasegawa kit on 

hand does help act as some sort of reference.  The tub is too short, the instrument panels 

and the ejection seats are just basic shapes and lack any real definition and are not very 

representative of the real things.



I typically don’t use any pilot figures.  Just to show an example of the molding quality (OK, 

quality isn’t the appropriate word) I thought I’d show you what the pilot figure looks like on 

the Fujimi kit.  It looks more like something from a bad 50’s science fiction movie.



In comparison the Hasegawa kit, although not perfect looks much more respectable.  It 

appears that the Hasegawa mold designer wasn’t drunk, which looks to be the case with the 

Fujimi mold designer.



As I said I’m going to try and have a go at the Fujimi cockpit to see if I can save the kit.  The 

cockpit tubs will be reworked as will all the other parts of the cockpit.  I started with the 

instrument panel, cutting out pieces to make a more representative shape.



I cut and glued various plastic pieces onto the flat Fujimi panel.  It’s not a 100% 

representation of the real thing but it puts me in the ball park.  I’m going to have to search 

for instrument decals to put on top of the various items as the Fujimi decals have little 

detail.

Hasegawa rear instrument panel Fujimi rear instrument panel WIP



Here is the rear cockpit redone.  The whole tub was built and the side panels are all scratch 

built.  I used the kit instrument panel, but cut it to a more accurate shape and then glued 

disks and panels/buttons onto it.  Hopefully the painting and decals will really bring it to life.



The kit control columns were a joke so new ones were scratch built.



The front cockpit is completed now as well.  I used the kit tub but had to extend it, otherwise 

there would have been a weird gap.  Same as the rear cockpit, the side panels are all scratch 

built.  Again the kit instrument panel was cut to a more accurate shape and then I glued 

disks and panels/buttons onto it.  This is definitely better than what the kit provides, but 

there’s still some work left.



The fuselage was now glued together.  I’m hoping that part G3 can be modified to use on the 

Fujimi kit.  It’s if you close the canopy, so it’ll be an extra part.  I’m not working on the 

ejection seats now, I can build and insert them at a later date.  Besides if the Fujimi kit ends 

up getting scrapped I will have saved a bit of work.



In comparison this is what the Hasegawa kit looks like.  This only took a couple of minutes 

to assemble.  Detail is raised and Hasegawa also provide decals.



You’ll also notice that I also need to build an envelope around the Fujimi kit cockpit opening.  

Hasegawa spare you this work. 



Getting the Hasegawa kits to the same stage as the Fujimi kit was a matter of a few minutes, 

where the Fujimi kit involved hours of work.



At this point I’ve already put a bit of work into the Fujimi kit.  I haven’t determined 

if the effort is worthwhile.  It’s still 50/50 whether I’ll scrap the Fujimi kit and just 

continue with the Hasegawa kits.  I’ve looked back at my build articles and I have 

actually  scratch built a cockpit before, it was on the AH-1S Cobra helicopter.  That 

wasn’t the best result perhaps so let’s hope I can improve over my first attempt.  

The glue used to secure everything is making the cockpit look strange at the 

moment, so hopefully a coat of paint will help.  With all 3 kits I’ve chosen to paint 

the cockpit already installed in the fuselage.  I hope this works out and doesn’t 

create any issues.  Let’s see what issues I run into in the next build installment.



Time to continue the build.  The first thing I did was to add some corner pieces to 

the Fujimi cockpit tub.  The Hasegawa kits include this detail.  My original 

intention was to have the canopies open as I typically do on all my builds.  I 

haven’t however ruled out closing them.  The Fujimi design isn’t actually well 

engineered to open the canopies, but I’ll end up making that decision at a later 

date.



This picture does a good job to highlight the mix of raised and recessed panel lines.  Call it 

cheating, but I’ve decided to sand away the raised panel lines and not re-scribe them.



This is another example of how the Fujimi kit makes you scratch your head.  On the one side 

of the upper fuselage you have a recessed panel line, on the other side it’s raised.  OK it’s 

simple to scribe the other side, but WTF?

Raised Recessed



There’s an empty body when you look down the intakes.  Not sure if it helps but I did add 

some plates on the inside of the fuselage to hopefully prevent light shining through.  Again 

Hasegawa do a better job here.  Hope this effort helps.



I can’t help pointing out all the weird aspects of the Fujimi kit.  The raised panel lines on the 

upper wing look like they don’t make sense.



The intakes are a real pain.  For some reason the additional intake doors are molded 

separately.  Once glued in place they don’t blend well, and along with the ejector pin marks 

and part ID numbers all that needs to be puttied and sanded.



The bottom fuselage panel near the exhaust is an inserted panel.  I believe Hasegawa do 

something similar but again there’s a strange mix of raised and recessed lines.  I glued 

reinforcement styrene pieces on the inside to provide strength along the seam.



I think the picture does a good job explaining the fit you can expect once you glue the wings 

onto the fuselage.  Sad!



The only remedy is lots of putty.



I was also left with a gap underneath even though I had already added plastic strips.  Mr. 

Surfacer was applied to fill the gap.



As far as I can tell from pictures, when on the ground the leading edges droop.  I cut the 

leading edges away from the wing, added ¼ round and a bunch of putty to blend everything.  

I’ll need to do the same to the Hasegawa kits.



This is the Hasegawa wing in comparison.  You attach the lower wing to the one piece upper 

wing.  There’ll be no problem with the dihedral and all the panel lines are recessed.  The 

leading edges may however be a little more work if you notice the wing root area.



The Fujimi kit is still alive at this point.  There have been times however where I’ve 

been tempted to toss it.  Now I’ve also come to realize that there are significant 

differences between the Fujimi and Hasegawa T-2 kits.  Again, reference material 

is hard to come by on this plane but my best educated guess is that there may be 

early and late versions of this plane.  For example the Fujimi windscreen is 

completely different from the Hasegawa kit, and I’ve also found differences in the 

wings.  That’s not to say either kit is wrong, they are just different versions of the 

same model.  That also highlights that if I bin the Fujimi kit I wouldn’t be able to 

use the anniversary markings on the Hasegawa kit.  Well I could but I would know 

that those markings wouldn’t apply to the Hasegawa kit version and OCD would 

never let me live with that fact.  So for the time being I’m soldiering on.



Time to continue the build.  This picture illustrates the amount of putty required 

on the Fujimi kit to blend everything in smoothly.  It took 3 or 4 putty sessions to 

get the wings blended into the fuselage.  I’ve also glued on the leading edges at a 

dropped angle.



Lots of putty was also required for the jet intakes.  Choosing not to re-scribe a lot of the 

panel lines saves a massive amount of work.



Once the leading edges were glued on I was still left with a large unsightly gap.  This is a 

view of the underside.  I filled the top and bottom in with Mr. Surfacer 500 and then used a Q-

tip soaked in nail polish remover to smooth everything out.



I used a different approach on the Hasegawa kits.  I cut and scribed along the panel lines 

and just bent the leading edge down instead of removing it as I had done on the Fujimi kit.  I 

was able to use this approach as the Hasegawa wing is thinner an was less ‘clunky’.  The 

recess was also filled in with Mr. Surfacer 500 and blended smooth.



Now it came time to tackle the part I had been worried about, the landing gear.  You can 

hopefully see that  there isn’t much in terms of detail.  I think the nose gear is even worse.



The Fujimi kit does actually provide metal replacement for the main landing gear legs.  The 

detail is better but it can be argued that it’s still lacking.  Strangely I was also having trouble 

getting the CA glue to hold the pieces together, it just didn’t want to set



Even worse there was nothing in terms of locating tabs to place the gear to the bay.  On top 

of that, again the glue wasn’t setting.  I would have thought that the metal to the plastic 

would have bonded easily with CA glue, but it didn’t.  It was hard to get a good picture of 

this area, but you should be able to see that I ended up drilling the gear and trying to pin it 

to the plastic.

Pin



So if you were taking bets you will have won if you were siding with me tossing the Fujimi 

kit into the garbage.  In the end the landing gear is what did the kit in.  With a bit more effort 

I think I would have managed to get the gear in place, but I also was realistic enough to 

know that the gear would likely not hold and that I’d be fighting it all the time.  There was 

actually another discovery that led me up to this point that I’ll explain next.
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In the last update I mentioned the differences in the kit thinking there was an early and 

perhaps a late model.  Again I’ll mention that essentially the only reference material 

available to me is the box tops and a few pictures on the internet.  When I had looked at the 

Hasegawa kit I saw that it had a clear front windscreen and I required a windshield that 

actually had 2 support frames within it.  The Fujimi kit supplied that.  Although I’m going to 

sound a bit stupid, what actually happened is that when I was looking at the Hasegawa kit 

windscreen I was looking at the single seater.  The Hasegawa dual seater actually does have 

the correct windscreen.  How the hell did I miss that.  Additionally I thought the plane that I 

want to make didn’t have any wing strakes, but again looking a bit closer at the grainy Fujimi 

box top shows those strakes are there, as they are on the Hasegawa kit.  So in the end 

there’s likely no early or late version, there’s just the single and dual seater.

Single seater windscreen Dual seater windscreen



So all this means that I should still be able to do the Hasegawa kit with the Fujimi supplied 

markings, and I can get rid of one Post-it note on my desk to make more space.  



So now I’m down to working on 2 Hasegawa kits.  Both of them require some filling on the 

underside wing root.  I started by gluing styrene in the gap and will follow up with Mr. 

Surfacer.



Although not perfect, you can see that the fit of the Hasegawa kits is much better, and 

there’s more surface detail.



So there you go, in the end I’m back to my original plan of tossing the Fujimi kit 

and just sticking with the Hasegawa kits.  I put a lot of time and effort into the 

Fujimi kit, and it’s a bit of a shame that I tossed it.  I was curious how the cockpit 

and other areas would have turned out.  I’m not sorry however that I threw it out or 

that I spent the time that I did on it.  I think there was some good practice in there.  

That said I didn’t want to practice to the point where I scratch built the landing 

gear.  Not that I wouldn’t attempt that, but the gear on this particular plane is 

complex and I’m not sure if I wanted to invest that much time into it.  So forward 

with the Hasegawa kits.  Things should be easier, but there’s still lots of work left.



So it’s been a while since I last worked on the models.  Summer keeps you busy 

with other things, vacation, house jobs, had a metal roof put on, etc.  Now lets see 

if I can get going on the dual build again which was originally a triple build.  I have 

to force myself to stop comparing the Hasegawa kits to the Fujimi kit, as there 

really isn’t any comparison.  I threw the Fujimi kit out due to the landing gear and 

that’s where I’m going to start this article with, the Hasegawa landing gear.  As I 

said there’s no comparison but I would like to add hydraulic and electrical lines.  I 

started by making brackets that I drilled and glued onto the gear.  After the first 

couple of pieces I eliminated the ‘V’ groove cut and just cut it straight and then 

glued it onto the struts.



So what does that work get you?  A decent pathway to attach copper wire.  I’ve never had 

much luck coming up with a decent clamping system, but in this case I think the brackets 

will do a good job adding that sense of extra detail/complexity.  Once painted it should look 

even better.



Having built this kit before I knew the troublesome area of the plane was at the bottom rear 

engine bays.  I took my time gluing the panels in place but it still required some putty, but 

not as much as the first time I built this kit.  This process obviously obscures some panel 

line detail.



To re-scribe short run panel lines the best thing I found to use is my razor blade holder.  I 

carefully saw a new groove aligning the two panel line ends by eye.



This is followed by using the Hasegawa Tri Tool scriber to deepen and clean up the panel 

lines.



Rivets are restored by using the Hasegawa Tri Tool rivet maker.  Care is required not to push 

too hard otherwise cracks can form in the puttied seams.



If a steady hand is required to do this work I sometimes resort to liquid assistance to steady 

the nerves.  



The kit seat isn’t horrible but it is a bit basic.  As far as I know there’s no aftermarket photo 

etch available so I decided to add my own detailing.  For starters I hollowed out the eject 

release handles at the bottom side of the seat.  I drilled a series of holes and then used a 

knife to carve the rest.  I then added masking tape seat buckles with styrene strip as 

buckles.  One final addition was a gas cylinder at the side of the seat with some tubing.  

Once painted I hope this will help add to the cockpit detail.

1 2

3 4



I also tried to add some more detail to the canopies by adding strip styrene pieces to 

represent framing and locks.



All small parts were prepared for painting and both aircraft fuselages were washed down 

with soap.  It’s now time to start the painting process.



As usual I start with a primer coat.  I used Tamiya flat black thinned with their lacquer 

thinner.  All this was sprayed through my Badger 150 airbrush.



The next step was to spray both cockpits with H-317.



I used the kit decals for the instrument panels.  They were cut into smaller pieces and then 

applied.  I painted the side panels black with a small brush, then used a light grey to paint 

the raised buttons.  This was followed by a grey wash.  Here and there I added some red and 

yellow highlights as well.  Hopefully the result is good enough.  It never turns out perfect as 

you first imagine.  Perhaps next time I’ll try the decals on the side panels as well.



Typically the next step for me would be to paint the gear bays white.  I only painted the 

engine intakes white.  I started with a matt white base coat followed by gloss white.  I’m 

going to do a bunch of masking and paint the gear bays once the lower fuselage colour has 

been painted.  I’m taking this approach because the landing gear is already attached and I 

think this approach will result in less masking.



Getting ready to paint I masked the intakes and then also put earplugs inside to prevent any 

paint from spoiling the white I had painted.  The cockpits were also masked.  The tape was 

carefully trimmed with a new blade and liquid mask was used in areas where the masking 

tape couldn’t do a good job of covering.



Gunze H 315 was used over the whole two seater body and on the underside of the single 

seater.  The paint was thinned with a few drops of Mr. Color Leveler and Tamiya lacquer 

thinner.  I’m going to let the planes sit for a week now as Gunze takes a long time to dry.  

There’s some dust in the finish so I’ll likely have to apply a second coat.



I bet you didn’t know that Zero paints 

makes putty.  Well they actually don’t.  

They get putty from an Italian company and 

place their sticker over it.  This putty is 

much finer in texture than the Tamiya putty 

and appears to sand well.  I purchased this 

putty from Paints and More and paid a little 

over $20.  That sounds expensive initially, 

however the tube is 180g where the Tamiya 

tube is only 32g.  A quick extrapolation tells 

you that the Zero putty ends up being 

cheaper per gram, and as I said it’s much 

finer in texture.  A win win situation.  I’ll 

provide further updates as I start using it 

more.  By the way Paul M., does this mean I 

get a free ‘Paints and More’ t-shirt for 

giving your shop a free plug?  



Long time between updates but summer time activities can get in the way 

sometimes.  Getting paint on the exterior is a big step forward.  In theory building 

the two planes (3 initially) should save some time but I am not tracking it in any 

manner where I can quantify that.  No major issues at this point thankfully.   I hope 

my new camera is doing a better job.  I’m still learning how to use it but hopefully 

things are clearer.  The macro lens hopefully provides a better view of the small 

details.   

There’s still lots of work ahead on the planes and it relates mainly to the paint and 

decals.  Of course I’ll be covering that in future updates.  Stay tuned.



So again it’s been a while since my last update.  Been busy with other things 

which also gave the gloss paint a long time to dry.  I find the Gunze gloss or semi-

gloss paints require lots of time to dry, otherwise you’re left with fingerprints on 

the surface.  With the single seater I masked off the lower surfaces.  Relatively 

simple (compared to the two seater) but some extra effort was required as there’s 

a wrap around of the camouflage on the wings.



Before I cover the masking steps on the two seater I just want to clarify that I’m 

not insane, although the following slides may suggest otherwise.

René Lehmann



Step 1:  Make a photocopy of the decal sheet.



Step 2: Using a good pair of scissors cut out all the ribbon decal shapes.  I cut the yellow 

border off as well since there’s a lot of width variation which doesn’t appear to be the case 

on the actual plane.  The poorly printed yellow on the ribbon decal was one of the main 

reasons I’m following this process. 



Step 3: Place masking tape over the cut out piece and then cut the masking tape to that 

shape.



Step 4: Peel the masking tape off the paper and then place onto the plane.



Step 5: I discovered that I needed to patch all the decals for one ribbon together to help 

locate the shape to the aircraft.



Step 6: Place 1.25 mm tape along the edge of the shape.  This will be the yellow border.



Step 7: Place masking tape on the outside of the 1.25 mm border that was just applied.



Step 8: Remove all the masking tape that represents the ribbon.  Continue to do this for the 

rest of the ribbons on the plane.



Step 9: Cover the rest of the exposed areas with masking tape in preparation for painting.



There’s another Mr. Hobby product to review.  This time it’s Mr. Almighty Clips.  These are 

different than my previous set of alligator clips on s sharp bamboo stick.  The Mr. Hobby 

items have clips on both ends which makes it easy to hold on sides of boxes, etc.  Highly 

recommended!

Mr. Almighty Clips Other Japanese clips



I’ve covered 9 steps in the painting/masking process of the two seater.  I’m 

confidant that I can easily make this into a 12 step process.  I’ll probably end up 

with more than 12 steps.  Beat that AA!  Truth be said all this work can easily drive 

you to alcohol.  Remember that these decals weren’t designed for the Hasegawa 

kit, so I was concerned about the fit.  On top of that the yellow border varied in 

width and the decals didn’t look to be the best quality.  That’s my story for all the 

work I’m putting into this.  I hope it works out.  Overspray is a concern, even 

though I’ve done lots of masking, paint still seems to get through in places.  It 

might be a short update in terms of number of slides but I’ve put in lots of work on 

these steps.  Stay tuned for more updates.



In my last update I covered the first 9 steps in the masking process.  My original 

intention had been to use the Fujimi decals on the Hasegawa kit.  I didn’t like the 

yellow border on the decals so I decided to paint that with the intention of still 

using the decals (only with the yellow cut away.  As you’ll see in the following 

slides I’ve deviated from my original plan, therefore permission is granted to call 

me crazy.



Therefore the validity of this certificate may also come into question.

René Lehmann



Step 10:  Paint the yellow border colour.  I had a special mix of yellow from my Honda 

NSR500 build that I used.  It wasn’t the stark yellow from the bottle because I had added 

orange to the mix.  I hope there was no bleed thru.



Step 11: This is basically a repeat of step 6 when I was determining the size of the ribbon.  

Once the yellow was dry (or at least I hope it was dry) I used 1.25 mm tape to mask off the 

yellow border.



Step 12: Since the mask for the yellow was butting up against the overall ribbon shape I 

used liquid mask on the seam to ensure no paint went where I didn’t want it to go. 



Step 13: I’ve now surpassed AA!  I used Tamiya X-14 Sky Blue for the next colour.  If you’ve 

been paying close attention you may have realized that this might be an odd colour to paint.  

My intention had been to apply the decals at this point (minus the yellow border).  I should 

have painted a dark blue to match the ribbon background.  I came to a realization that no 

matter how carefully I masked the ribbon shape that I likely still wouldn’t have much 

success in getting it to match exactly.  I also was worried about the quality (or lack thereof) 

of the Fujimi decals.  See the next slide in case you haven’t guessed where I’m going with 

this.



Step 14: I decided to have a go at making all the lettering out of masks!  This is an insane 

amount of work.  I used my little tracing lamp and a very sharp blade to make each 

individual letter/number.  After a short while you tend to have favourite letters like ‘I’ or ‘V’.  

‘S’ is not so nice as it’s one of the harder ones to trace.  If this doesn’t work out decently 

then perhaps I can still fall back on the decals, but I hope it doesn’t come to that.



Step 14: One thing I didn’t expect to have to do is check for spelling.  There is one section 

that’s wrong.  Anniversary isn’t fully spelled out on this ribbon section, however ‘N’ isn’t 

followed by ‘V’.  It should be ‘I’. 



Step 14: Step 14 was a lot of work!  I hope the edges are all crisp and that I have no or 

minimal leakage.  The sane thing would have been to mask one ribbon section and conduct 

a test spray, but the bus for sane sailed a long time ago.  I took my chances and masked 

everything.



Step 15: It was now time to paint the ribbon background.  Regardless I wanted to match the 

blue of the ribbon, but in case I need to still utilize the decals it was more important than 

ever to match the decal.  I mixed 2 parts X-4 and one part XF-2.  It looks to be as close as I 

can get it to the decal colour.  In some pictures the blue looks darker, but as I explained I’m 

trying to match the decal.



At the time I’m writing this update I haven’t checked what the results of my 

masking and painting are.  I want the paint to dry thoroughly before touching 

anything.   I suspect some minor touch ups might be required, but I’m also 

crossing my fingers.  Is this work insane?  Perhaps so.  I haven’t determined if all 

this work is worth it.  One thing is for sure, it doesn’t help with the finished model 

output rate.  If it does turn out however it’ll be something very unique.  I still have 

the single seater as well.  I haven’t however done any work on it.  It requires the 

two green camouflage coats.   Stay tuned for more updates.



In my last update I covered work on the dual seater (T-2).  In this update I cover 

the work on both the single and dual seater.  On the single seater, the top surfaces 

have a 3 tone camouflage.  I had already applied the tan base (H-315).  Although I 

could spray the two green colours freehand I’ve chosen the difficult path again.  

I’m trying the raised masking technique again.  The plane has more complex 

curves so I’m interested to see how this technique turns out.  I start by applying 

some masking tape to my cutting mat.  Over that I apply the two sided foam tape.  

Then I cut the tape into smaller pieces.



The masking tape I put down will be in contact with the model.  It might sound 

strange to do this because the foam tape has a sticky surface on both sides, 

however it’s too sticky and it would be difficult to remove from the model or even 

damage the paint job, hence the extra step.  I then cut out masks from paper and 

the foam component of the tape provides a consistent height  for the mask.



The masks are now in place and I’m ready for paint.  Just because there’s mask in place 

doesn’t mean I can go nuts and spray everything easily.  Care is required as overspray can 

still get under adjacent masks, therefore the angle of the airbrush is important as well.



I’ve already seen a few areas where touch ups might be required, but so far the edge effect 

looks pleasing.  I used my 0.3 Iwata tipped airbrush and sprayed carefully and slowly with 

highly thinned paint.  I used Mr. Leveling Thinner and one drop of retarder in my paint mix.  

The first colour applied was H-319.



The second colour was H-320, the darker of the two greens.



It’s always nice to remove the masking to see what kind of results are achieved.  From a 

distance it looks pleasing. 



Upon closer inspection some overspray is revealed.  Luckily I was able to remove this with a 

wet sanding using 3000 grit foam backed Trizact sanding pads.  So this might raise the 

question why I didn’t just put masking tape on the surface and spray.  I wanted to avoid a 

raised paint edge and wanted to avoid an absolute hard edge.  The raised masks go a long 

way towards avoiding this.  Obviously this process is easier if there’s less complex shapes 

to mask.



Next I masked everything except the gear bays and sprayed them along with the small parts.  

I first sprayed XF-2 and then X-2.  The flat acted as a good base for the gloss colour that 

followed.  Again the question is why I’m painting the bays at this point.  I figured that 

painting them first and then trying to mask them off was more difficult.  I typically don’t 

follow this paint sequence but thought it best in this case.



Once the gear bays were painted I was able to remove the massive amounts of masking 

tape.  I really should talk to my investment advisor regarding buying masking tape stock.  



I’m finally at the stage where I can remove the masking tape from the 2 seater.  I’m not 

revealing the lettering at this point but some issues have shown up.  First the gloss grey has 

masking tape marks on the finish.  I’m not 100% happy with some sections of the yellow 

stripes as they appear rough.  I thing the first two issues relate to using gloss paint.  No 

matter how long I let the paint cure I think it still ended up being ‘soft’.  Lastly no matter how 

much masking I did some overspray still occurred.



This picture does a good job of showing the damage to the gloss finish.  At first I thought it 

was just tape residue.  I tried using odourless thinner to remove it, which didn’t work.  Then 

I used wax, that didn’t work either.  Then I tried Novus 2 scratch remover, again no luck.  

That told me it wasn’t residue but instead impressions on the finish.  That basically left me 

with one option.



I bet you thought I was going to strip the paint and start over.  No I’m not stripping the paint 

and starting over again.  I’m carefully wet sanding the paint with Trizact 3000.  This did bring 

back a level surface, however care is required over the ribbon sections.  The paint comes off 

easily in those sections.



I’m going to reveal the lettering in the next slide, but first I want to highlight some issues 

with the ribbon.  You can see I had some issues with the yellow border in places, and I also 

had some bleed through of the blue onto the yellow.  I took a week to think about this.  I 

think the root cause is the paint and the sequence of my painting.  What I’ve really 

discovered is that Gunze paint isn’t Tamiya paint.  It takes a very long time to dry (if at all), 

especially the gloss, which is why I had to sand the grey.  As for the ribbon, I had tried 

sanding it but that means re-masking a whole lot for touch up painting.  I had also 

considered laying down lots of gloss to smooth the overall finish, but in the end I came to 

the conclusion that if I tried any of those things I still wouldn’t be satisfied.  Now I think you 

can guess where I’m heading with this…



So for starters this is what the ribbon lettering looks like.  I’m actually very impressed with 

my results, so I’ll look at that as a proof of concept exercise.  But to get the ribbon looking 

like I want I’ve decided I’m going to sand it smooth and re-paint.  That means doing the letter 

masking again.  Painful but I was toying of building the plane again, and that was when I 

decided that  I didn’t want to complete a plane that I wouldn’t be happy with.  So several 

steps backwards…  So here were my mistakes (or so I believe).  1st I should have painted the 

yellow instead of the grey.  2nd I should have used flat paint, not a gloss mixture that adds to 

the drying time.  In fact all the paints should have been painted as matt.  That should speed 

up drying and also prevent the surface finish from receiving impression in the finish from 

masking, etc.



Additionally I don’t have any confidence that I managed to align certain sections of the 

ribbon.  As can be seen on these 2 canopy sections, I wasn’t able to locate them with 

confidence as the cockpit protective masking didn’t allow me to seat them in position.  

That’s something I’ll address in the repainting.



Switching back to the single seater, I also experience problems with paint pulling off, which 

again I attribute to the paint not being fully cured, even though I had waited for what I 

thought was ‘long enough’.  Conclusion?  I hate criticizing a Mr. Hobby product, but with 

future projects where lots of masking is required I will stay away from Gunze aqueous 

paints.  I love the paints for their Federal Standard and other aircraft paint matches, however 

curing of the paint is a big issue.  The greens were semi-gloss and now I need to do some 

touch up work on this aircraft as well, mind you not as much work as the dual seater.



Trust me when I say I’m not doing any of this on purpose.  Perhaps with the yellow 

I should have know better.  In the end I’m trying new things and I’m trying to 

improve the final finish on my planes, obviously in this case at the price of taking 

many steps backwards and not contributing to my output rate.  However I’d prefer 

quality over quantity.  The hardest part of the re-painting process will be the 

ribbon letter masking.  I’ll have to cut those all new.  If it turns out on the second 

try I won’t end up having any regrets.  So there’ll be more updates on this build 

article than I had originally envisioned.  For now I’m going to spend a little time on 

the single seater first.  Perhaps there’s a chance I’ll have it complete first.



In my last update I wasn’t happy with the yellow border of the ribbon on the dual 

seater.  I’ve set the model aside and I’ll spend the first part of this update working 

on the single seater.  You won’t be surprised that it starts with masking.  Decals 

are provided for the yellow and black markings but I’ve decided to paint them.



The tail and front nose sections are a bit tricky, but I hope I can manage.  I used 

the decals as a guide.



No straight lines on the nose section, so narrow tape is used to get the outlines first.



To eliminate or minimize any overspray I masked the whole plane.  Like I said, I use a lot of 

masking tape.



Here is what the first stage of the marking painting looks like.  Not too bad.



This is what the nose section looks like.  I had a little bleed through and of course the Gunze 

paint keeps coming off.



The second part is painting the black.  The masking for this will test my shape perception.



Same deal for the nose section.



And here’s the result.  Not too bad, only some small touch up required.



The fin at the lower rear fuselage was the easy part.



The nose was tricky as well, but again I think it’s OK.



I Even though I was spraying Tamiya yellow, the paint still came off in places.  I think it’s 

because of the Gunze base.  A paint brush will fix this easily.



More examples of the Gunze paint not adhering.  Boy have I learned some lessons with the 

Gunze paint on this project!



When I unmasked the plane I also discovered the same pain marring issue that I ran into on 

the dual seater.  I’m not going to sand this however.  The plan is to spray Tamiya Clear over 

it which is thinned with Mr. Leveling Thinner.  This might melt things and or the gloss should 

even things out.



Now that I’ve had a bit of a break I decided to work on the dual seater a bit.  I wet sanded the 

plane to level the surface.  It’s almost hard not to cry, but as I had mentioned I wouldn’t have 

been happy with the first go at it.



This picture does a good job of illustrating some of my original worries and the fact that I 

should have used a different approach.  Because of the landing gear bays I didn’t glue on 

the large gear doors.  That meant roughly locating the doors while I was doing my masking.  

I achieved good alignment, but not on every section.  In my second attempt I’ll be gluing the 

large doors so there won’t be any alignment issues.

Good 
alignment

Poor 
alignment



Once I had everything sanded, washed and dried I sprayed some Tamiya grey over the plane 

to act as a base for the next colour I was about to paint.  I thinned the grey with Mr. Leveling 

Thinner and in multiple places ran into ‘cracking’ of the paint.  This is the Gunze base 

reacting with either the thinner or the Tamiya paint.  So guess what my next step is going to 

be…



That’s right, I’ve decided the only thing to do is to strip the paint.  Cock soup!  I’ve always 

used oven cleaner in the past, but I was worried about it getting into the cockpit and on top 

of that I didn’t have any.  So instead a used a whole bunch of Q-tips soaked in nail polish 

remover (with acetone) to strip the paint.  I’ve been reluctant to use just acetone so I’d 

appreciate if anyone can provide me with feedback concerning it causing or not causing any 

issues.



The previous slide showed the first pass with the clean up.  I did it a second time to remove 

even more paint.  I then wet sanded everything with 2000 grit paper and washed the whole 

model afterwards.  So almost back to square one.



Even though the Q-tip approach is more controlled, I still encountered damage inside the 

intakes.  I stripped that as well and will re-paint.



Some slight seepage into the cockpit as well.  This is a relatively easy touch up though. 



For my second re-paint attempt I’ve glued the front and middle sections of the canopies.  

This approach will guarantee a matching ribbon in this area.  This was masked off properly 

in preparation for paint.



To check everything and to get some primer on I sprayed Tamiya Extra Fine White Surface 

Primer.  I’m going to let this dry and see what the surface is like or if there are any paint 

reactions…something I hope I don’t encounter… 



So I’ve made progress on the single seater but have obviously had to take a few 

steps backwards on the dual seater.  Obviously I’ve not given up yet on the dual 

seater.  I really want to produce a good result and trying to look on the positive 

side of things I hope the experience has taught me a few things that I can 

correct/avoid on the second attempt.  Maybe an old dog can still learn?  I’d hate to 

see a project that started with 3 kits end up with only one at the end.  

Regardless it’s been lots of work and lots of masking tape up to this point and I 

hope it will be worth it.  All the things I’ve been learning I’ll unfortunately probably 

forget again though…  



In the last update I had stripped all the paint off the dual seater and primed it.  This time 

around I also glued on the large bay doors but as I had mentioned previously masking the 

gears is difficult.  I’ve tried but will likely have to paint the white sections afterwards.



And the painting approach I’m taking is different as well, perhaps simpler.  I 

started by painting XF-3 flat yellow on the main fuselage.  This is for the yellow 

border on the ribbons.  So far however it appears the yellow went on well.  Yellow 

can be a tricky colour to apply, but using flat paint helps a lot.  That was one of my 

mistakes on my first painting attempt.  I think this is the right approach.



This time around I didn’t cut out every single ribbon shape, only the trickier sections.



I used 0.4 mm masking tape to define the ribbon (not including the yellow border).  So this is 

actually the start of masking the yellow border.  Using the thin masking tape makes it easier 

to create curves.  Slightly difficult is the yellow tape on the yellow paint.



After my first attempt (read: failure), I wasn’t happy with the contrast of the blue lettering to 

the blue ribbon background.  Therefore I mixed 1 part X-14 Blue with one part XF-2 Flat 

White.  I also added Tamiya Flat Base so that I was spraying matt paint.  The paint was 

thinned with Mr. Leveling Thinner and sprayed on.  Let’s hope there’s no bleed through to 

minimize any rework.  Once I stopped looking at the decals and instead looked at the tiny 

picture on the side of the box, I realized that the two blues are the Ocean scheme used 

especially by JASDF F-2 aircraft.  My light blue is a little too light to match it, but I’m not re-

spraying it.



For the ribbon background I used my previous mix of JASDF dark blue.  This colour is 

actually FS 35045 (USN Non-Spec. Sea Blue ANA 607 ).  If you want to mix this colour use 

XF-17 (5 parts), XF-8 (3 parts), and XF-2 (2 parts).  If you want the lettering colour, it is FS 

35109 (XF-18 : 3, X-4 : 1, XF-2 : 1).  As I mentioned in the previous slide, my blue is a bit 

lighter but I’ll get over it.



Here you can see how much the dark blue is off compared to what I sprayed.



Once the dark blue was painted it was time to remove the masking from the yellow section.  

The plane looks pretty garish at this point.



Not surprisingly with the complex shapes that I’m masking, some bleed through appeared.  

Some more quick masking and some touch ups were done.



Once that was taken care of I put 1.5 mm tape along the yellow section of the ribbon.  Then 

the letter sections of the ribbon were masked.  I left the letters masked with potential touch 

ups in mind down the road.



Then the plane was sprayed gray with my own mix.  I’ve lost track of how many times I’ve 

painted and masked this plane, let’s hope the gray works out.  I had a few spots where I 

sprayed too wet/heavy so that has me worried a bit.  I’m going to let this sit for a bit and not 

reveal the results yet.  That’ll be in the next update.  The next few slides concern the single 

seater.



There almost seems to be a desire to always buy the latest metallic colour brand 

to achieve better/easier results.  I’ve been having luck with the AK Interactive 

Extreme Metal products.  I decided to paint the exhaust area now before decals as 

I envisioned tearing off decals with masking tape.  No primer was applied.  I first 

sprayed the dural aluminum, then jet exhaust on panel lines followed by a thin 

coat of metallic purple.  No need to wait between colours, the stuff dries almost 

instantly.



Here’s the result I achieved.



Frank was kind enough to give me a set of Platz aftermarket decals which includes markings 

for the single and dual seater.  They’ll be much better that the kit provided ones.  First thing I 

did was to coat the plane in a gloss finish.  Some of the colours already had a gloss sheen, 

but I needed to ensure I was protecting the paint which has proved somewhat fragile.  I used 

Tamiya X-20 Clear and thinned it with Mr. Leveling Thinner.  The next update will show the 

decaling progress.



In this update I made a lot of adjustments in terms of the paint.  I’ve created my 

own reference list of paint colours and will continually update it as new paint 

mixes are required.  In my mind I’m starting my own line of paints.  A lot of kit 

instructions have the Gunze ‘H’ colours numbers as reference.  So instead of 

using the Gunze paints in the future I’ll mix that exact colour using Tamiya paints 

and will label the colour R305 instead of H305 for example.  No worries, this won’t 

be a new business venture for me.  I have some cautious optimism that I’m finally 

making good progress and that the end is in sight.  I did sneak a peek at the 

lettering on the ribbon and am happy with what I’ve seen so far.  That in mind I 

also have a funny feeling that more touch ups will be required once I remove the 

ribbon masking, but hopefully no whole plane re-painting.



In the last update I covered the work of stripping the paint and starting all over again.  That 

was a lot of work and in this update I’ll share some of the results.  As I’ve been doing a lot in 

this project, there’ll be lots of masking tape.  I’ve also been starting to apply decals to the 

single seater.  Nothing special to share about that process yet and I’ll share results in 

subsequent updates.  For  now I’ll cover work on the dual seater.  On the next slide I’ll begin 

by sharing some of the results of the re-painting/re-masking.  In the last update all you saw 

was a gray masked aircraft.



I’ve removed all the masking except for the lettering.  Since I have more masking and 

painting to do I’m leaving the lettering masks in place as extra protection.



Here you can get a sense of what the whole plane is starting to look like.  I’m 

much happier with the outcome on the second try. 



So, as I promised more masking.  This time it was to spray the landing gear and bays white 

again.  The design of the gear and the sequence of painting meant I had to do the white at 

this stage.  There’s more risk of overspray doing the white later, not my usual preference.



It looks like I had success painting the white.  Then I had to do more masking and spray the 

exhaust area.  I sprayed it lighter than I did on the single seater.



More masking and spraying.  There’s a red band along the rear end of the fuselage.  I used 

the decal for this on the single seater and ran into the issue of the decal being a few 

millimeters too short.  On top of that the dual seater is different as the red band has a white 

border.  Being reluctant to use the Fujimi decal, I decided to spray it.  Again, there’s some 

risk with that.



Looks like I managed to get it to work.  I’ve been trying to hide the results of my letter 

masking and painting up to this point to keep you in suspense.  That said it wouldn’t be a 

build article if I didn’t share any progress.  So on the next slides I’m going to show you 

where I am so far.



I’ve just finished spraying a coat of gloss over the whole plane.  I used Tamiya Clear thinned 

with Mr. Leveling Thinner.  



I am much happier with the result compared to my first attempt, so yes I’m glad I put the 

extra effort into the rework.  So there’s a few things I did different.  I did adjust all 3 colours 

of the ribbon, I did the masking in a more free hand manner, measuring the dark blue width 

but being more liberal in the application/orientation.  That resulted in better parallelness of 

the ribbons.  Lastly, and most importantly I sprayed matt paints avoiding the Gunze brand 

for the most part.  That really gave me more flexibility and produced a better result.



This plane should really look different from anything else in my display cabinet or on a 

contest table (if it turns out well enough to be entered) when done.



It’s a simple wooden stir stick!  I’m trying to get out of the habit of shaking my 

paints in order to keep the paint away from the lid.  It sucks when dried up paint 

gets into the mix of what you’re trying to stir.  The quickest and easiest thing I 

found was to use the stir stick to mix the paint.  I don’t have to bother cleaning it 

like you would for a metal stir stick.



I’m pretty happy with the result I achieved with the letters and with the yellow 

ribbon border.  As I said the matt paints made a huge difference.  That said it was 

a lot of work.  If you’re wondering if it was easier to cut all the letters and numbers 

the second time, the answer is no.  It was twice as hard because I was doing it a 

‘second’ time!  Hopefully I’ve learned something from the exercise.  There’s still 

lots of work left, but I’m finally seeing some real progress and a finish line.



This last article in the series will be a story of good news and bad news.  I’ll deal with the 

bad news first and end with the good news.  Time for decals.  If you’ve read my other build 

articles, this is usually when I run into a little trouble.  I guess that’s one reason why I 

choose to paint marking when possible.  I don’t have any experience with Fujimi decals and 

have no idea what they’re like.  Even though I painted the majority of the markings, there’s 

still a few decals that I have to use as there’s no way for me to reproduce them.  



I decided to test the decals by using the tail numbers.  I ran into problems immediately.  The 

decals were extremely fragile and started disintegrating on me.  This is what I managed to 

patch together.  First thing I did was to photocopy the decals as I thought my only option 

was to make masks and paint the numbers.  That wouldn’t have been that big of a deal if it 

wasn’t for the white shadow outline on the numbers.



In the end I touched it up with a paintbrush, using a Post-It note to get a relatively 

straight line.  The end result isn’t perfect.  The fact that it has a dark background 

helps hide the issue and I ended up putting a small stencil decal in the area to 

help camouflage things a bit more. 



For the rest of the decals I ended up using really warm water to loosen the decals.  That 

helped but I still had problems with one of the main number decals breaking on me.  You can 

also see in the picture that it appears that some of the decal colour has come off and settled 

onto the clear part of the decal.  I’ll have to touch up the ribbon with a paintbrush to hide 

this flaw.  Aside from the Fujimi decals being extremely fragile, I will say that they ended up 

settling down very well and are relatively thin.



I couldn’t wait for the moment to throw the rest of the decals away!  Once both planes were 

decaled I sprayed another protective layer of gloss over them.



After sealing the decals with a gloss coat I did decide to give the dual seater a panel line 

wash.  The first step of the process is to apply MIG dark panel wash and make the plane look 

ruined.  Next step is to leave it alone to dry. 



Once the excess from the panel line wash was cleaned up I sprayed a very thinned mix of 

Tamiya Clear onto the dual seater.  I let this sit a while to dry.  There is a bit of orange peel 

on the gloss finish so I want to even that out.



The orange peel did subside a bit (because I had used Mr. Leveling Thinner), but I still wasn’t 

happy.  I therefore decided to used Trizact 3000 and 5000 sanding pads (wet), Novus 1, 2, 

and 3 and finally Brazilian Wax (available from Paints Models and More).  I had used Novus 

products before but this was my first time trying Novus 1.  It’s meant for heavy scratches.



Hopefully the pictures give some indication of the difference in the finish.  I’m not going for 

a Formula 1 gloss finish, just something smoother and to scale hopefully.  This is what I 

used to test the products.  Up next is where I got myself into trouble, so time for the bad 

news.

Before In Process

After



Enthusiasm got the better of me and I used Novus 1 over the whole plane at once.  When I 

had rubbed down the entire plane I discovered that the product had dried and that I couldn’t 

remove it.  I was left with a hazy film.   



I did try wet sanding everything, and although this section might not look too bad in the 

picture I was still left with some faint haze on the finish when looking at it with my own eyes.



Additionally I was running into scenarios of edges or places where I needed to sand more 

where I was sanding away the grey into underlying colours.  I don’t have the option to 

repaint the plane as I’ve already used the decals.  Sadly I’ve decided to abandon the dual 

seater.  My stupidity ruined a relatively promising result.  I know some people will say I 

should do ‘XYZ’, but I’ve made up my mind to throw in the towel.  This is a hard lesson but 

I’ve made my peace with it.



So it’s time to switch to the single seater.  The panel lines were given a wash.



No matter how long I’ve been doing this hobby I still encounter surprises and mysteries.  In 

this case I had some cracking appear on the metallic finish.  What’s strange is that it 

cracked only on part of the lower area and not in other areas.  I think it’s due to the grey 

paint (Gunze) I sprayed in this area.  There’s something about that colour that didn’t react 

well.  Remember I sprayed the dual seater grey too, but that was my second go at grey with 

my own Tamiya mix and I didn’t encounter any issues.  Strange…  I’m going to attempt some 

touch up painting.
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Since I had sprayed acrylic gloss over the metallics I didn’t worry about spraying over it 

again.  The touch-up appears to have worked. 



Hasegawa provide some decent looking exhausts.  For an older kit, they look decent .  I 

suppose I could have thinned the wall from the inner ring to create even more scale realism, 

a little late now though.



I’m finally at the point where I can apply the last covering coat onto the plane.  For the single 

seater I sprayed highly thinned Gunze matt finish, thinned with Mr. Leveling Thinner.  As it’s 

Gunze it takes forever to dry so I’m not touching it for at least a week.



The final finish still had too much shine for my liking so I rubbed the finish down with some 

very fine scouring pad to reduce the gloss.



I used a punch and die set and some very shiny ducting tape to create disks for the wing 

navigation lights.



Once the disks are put in place, a few drops of Tamiya clear creates a realistic effect.



The nose was masked and sprayed in a gloss black.  The pitot tube was one of the last 

things I glued on, but I still managed to break it off several times.  ‘A’ for effort anyways…  

So now it’s time to finally reveal a finished scale model.











So the good news part of the story is that I do have 2 F-1 models, but only if you count the 

one I had built a few years ago…  The single seater I just finished has some flaws and will 

not grace a contest table, but in the end it’s a decent result but far from what I wanted.



A while back I did an initial review of IMPA putty (Zero Paints) without truly testing it.  Initially it looked 

nice and smooth and promising.  I’ve now had a chance to test it and sadly I’m not that impressed.  I 

ended up with small air pockets where multiple applications were required, so in short I’m not 

recommending it.  I then purchased putty from AK Interactive.  There’s a few nice things about the 

product.  It is water based and doesn’t have a toxic smell, and the cap is nice and large which makes it 

easy to remove and the putty is smooth.  However after testing it doesn’t do a good job bonding to the 

plastic so it doesn’t blend well at the edges.  Multiple applications were also required, so again I’m not 

recommending it.  Looks like I’ll be going back to Tamiya putty.



I started with 3 planes and managed to get one finished.  Pretty sad but I guess you don’t always hit a home run 

when you’re up at the plate.  None the less disappointing.  The original Fujimi kit scrapping is understandable.  

I’ve looked around and there is aftermarket metal landing gear available which was the ultimate reason for 

scrapping the kit.  It’s for the Hasegawa kit but probably could be used for the Fujimi kit.  In fact if I decide to 

build this plane again then I’d be tempted to source the aftermarket landing gear as it is probably the weakest 

part of the Hasegawa kit.  Now for lessons learned:

• I’m an idiot, or at least I felt like one when I slapped Novus 1 over the whole plane.  Although some people 

suggest using scrap plastic to practice painting, etc., I did indeed test on the tail planes first (as it would have 

been easy to repaint).  My mistake was not working in small sections.  That’s a lesson I need to take to heart and 

practice on everything I do, gluing, sanding, painting, polishing, etc.

• Dual projects.  Although I intend on building similar subjects at the same time in the future, I did learn that it 

didn’t save me any time.  There were times when in fact I think it slowed me down, so don’t delude yourself, 

unless the paint finishes are extremely similar.

• Gunze paints.  I ran into problems where the paint wouldn’t dry resulting in a repaint of the dual seater.  In the 

end I’m glad I repainted it as the second attempt looked much better (before I ruined it with polishing compound).  

I’ve done some more research and have come across an article that suggests that acetone should be the thinning 

agent for Gunze paints.  I’m going to have to experiment with that, but this time I think I’ll try that on a piece of 

scrap plastic first.

• The decaling went better this time around.  Perhaps I had good gloss under coating, however I need to be 

careful not to apply too much.  I think I’ve been lazy with using my Badger 150 lately (quick clean up, medium 

needle and nozzle for greater coverage), but I think it’s resulting in too much paint on the model.  I need to slow 

down my painting!

• Masking.  Although decaling went better, there was a need for custom masking on this project.  I learned 

something from the exercise and I think I can do even better next time.  Buy masking tape stock!

• There’s always next time.  Yes I’m disappointed but I want it to serve as inspiring me to do better next time.  It 

would be easy to beat myself up and just give up, but I know I can do better.  In fact (maybe I’m a sucker for 

punishment), I’ve started looking around for the same kits to try this again in the future.  I’m able to find the 

Hasegawa dual seater, but I haven’t had any luck finding the Fujimi kit..  All I need from the kit is the decals.  I 

probably wouldn’t bother trying to bring the Fujimi kit up to a decent standard.  Maybe there’s hope for my 

affliction?...


